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IEEE-USA supports
s
a patent
p
system
m that protec
cts and presserves innovvations in all technology sectors,
including so
oftware, com
mputer-implem
mented systtems, medic al devices, d
diagnostic, treatment, do
osing
methods, ph
harmaceutic
cals, manmade materials
s, and isolate
ed or improvved versionss of materialss that
exist in natu
ure, only in im
mpure form. Decisions on
o subject m
matter eligibiility should b
be made und
der
predictable rules. Categ
gories of sub
bject matter eligible for p
protection un
nder U.S. pa
atent laws, sstated in
35 U.S.C. §101 (“any … process, machine,
m
manufacture, o
or compositio
on of matter,, or any …
nt thereof”), should be broad enough
h to include all innovatio
ons that inclu
ude technolo
ogical
improvemen
content. The
e “subject matter”
m
requirrement of §101 is a gatin
ng filter that excludes fro
om the paten
nt
system, suc
ch areas as the fine arts
s, social scie
ences, unem
mbodied absttract ideas, laws of pure science
with no application, and
d the like. Su
ubject matte
er is only one
e requiremen
nt among many in the pa
atent
d subject ma
atter inquiries
s should nott be confuse
ed or diluted by concernss for prior arrt,
system, and
obviousness
s, quality of disclosure, or
o definitene
ess of claimi ng.
Patent prote
ection is an essential
e
pro
operty intere
est for entrep
preneurs and
d inventors. Patent prottection
serves to he
elp attract investment. In
nvestment is
s essential, a
and often the
e most consttrained input, in the
process of turning
t
ideas
s into produc
cts and busin
nesses. A sttrong patentt system pro
ovides individ
duals,
startups, sm
mall companiies, and larg
ge companie
es alike with a sustainab
ble competitivve advantag
ge, and
allows a retu
urn on inves
stment in res
search and development
d
t. The United
d States’ tecchnological
successes have
h
been built
b
in large part on the strength
s
of itts patent sysstem, and itss ability to prrotect
wide areas of
o inventive subject matter. Unless patent
p
prote ction is available in all ssuch areas, ssome
R&D efforts will offer too
o little incenttive to investors, resultin
ng in a loss o
of U.S. techn
nological mo
omentum,
and eventua
ally, leading to a loss in technologica
al, manufactturing and S
STEM jobs.
The subjectt matter requ
uirement is separate
s
and
d distinct from
m the other requirementts for patenttability in
the U.S. Patent Act, which serve as
s specific filte
ers based on
n other para
ameters. The
ese specific filters
elty and non
n-obviousnes
ss over the prior
p
art, writtten descripttion, enablem
ment, utility
include nove
requirementts, and defin
niteness of claiming. The
ese specific ffilters protecct the public by ensuring
g that
inventors ge
enuinely disc
close their in
nventions to the public, tthe scope off resulting pa
atents is not
overbroad, and
a the public’s rights to
o use pre-ex
xisting techno
ology and to
o conduct research are n
not
impaired.
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To implement these broad objectives, IEEE-USA believes the following:
1. To function effectively, the patent law must provide a commercial level of certainty. The law of
subject matter eligibility must be sufficiently objective to enable businesses and innovators to
have reasonable expectations as to patentability; examiners to apply the subject matter tests
predictably; and judges to apply the tests consistently. For that reason, subject matter eligibility
under §101 must be based on claim language, using the same precision and evaluation, as
under any other requirement of the U.S. Patent Act. The courts have applied informal concepts,
such as “the invention,” “inventive concept,” “directed to,” and “technical contribution,”
subjectively and imprecisely. Unnecessary subjectivity and imprecision imparts uncertainty that
undermines a robust, commercially predictable patent system.
2. Judicial exceptions to patent eligibility, such as “laws of nature,” “natural phenomena,” and
“abstract ideas,” should be bound with precision and certainty, so that they apply only to claims
expressly reciting such subject matter--without additional elements that constitute an “actual
application” of such subject matter--and that entirely preempt all embodiments of the law,
phenomenon, or idea. An actual application of such subject matter would be sufficient to meet
the subject matter requirement of §101. IEEE-USA favors subject matter eligibility of computerrelated inventions, so long as the patent’s claims recite actual participation of a computer, or
other real-world “machine.”
3. Evaluating subject matter eligibility based on old vs. new concerns, and other patentability
requirements, such as “new,” “useful,” “long prevalent,” “conventional,” “fundamental,” “generic,”
“inventive concept,” “well known,” “routine” (and discounting subject matter properties, such as
“machine”) creates immense uncertainty. If each requirement is applied carefully and
independently, cases are decided under predictable and uniform standards of law, and reach
correct results.
4. Section 101 need not address every patentability problem. A patent is valid only if it meets all
requirements of patentability, including utility, eligible subject matter, novelty, non-obviousness,
written description, enablement, and definiteness. A valid patent is infringed only if it does not
fall within infringement exemptions, such as the exemption for medical procedures in 35 U.S.C.
§287(c).
5. IEEE-USA favors the patent eligibility of research tools, which significantly contribute to
innovation. R&D policies should not be enacted through §101 exclusions, which affect all
patents and all uses in an overbroad manner.
IEEE-USA favors implementing these broad objectives through either legislation, or decisions by the
courts.
This statement was developed by IEEE-USA’s Intellectual Property Committee, and represents the
considered judgment of a group of U.S. IEEE members with expertise in the subject field. IEEE-USA
advances the public good and promotes the careers and public policy interests of the more than
200,000 engineering, computing and allied professionals who are U.S. members of the IEEE. The
positions taken by IEEE-USA do not necessarily reflect the views of IEEE, or its other organizational
units.
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